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till the face h comes in first toward and them away from its co-oper:
said second tooth. From this ating detent and detent-support II D, and
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description it will be seen that in order to
advance the detent and its support a dis
tance equal to the distance between any two
teeth on the wheel I? the said wheel is re
quired to be first moved laterally toward and
then away from the support C, in the course
of which movements the face h of the detent
is first disengaged from the tooth that holds

the detent in check. Then the inner and for
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ward face h' advances and engages the next
succeeding tooth, after which the said face h'
becomes disengaged from said last-men
tioned tooth, whereupon the outer rear face
h advances, and finally becomes engaged
with said tooth. It is necessary that this mode
of causing the step-by-step advance of the
detent and its support by the shifting of the
escapement-wheel should be clearly under
stood, inasmuch as the other detent-supports
D E F G of the series are controlled and ad
vanced in a precisely similar way by the co
operation of the escapement-wheels I*, I*, I*,
and I", with which they are respectively com
bined.
By reference to Figs. 2, 4, and 7 it will be
observed that the hub of each of the escape
ment-wheels is provided with an annular
groove i, in which project pins S*S* on the
bifurcated end of a horizontal lever Sº, which
lever is pivoted at Sº and has its shank or
inner end passed through a slot or perfora
tion S' in the upper end of a bell-crank key
lever R', such as is shown in Fig. 3. The
shank of the lever Sº is preferably inclined
or slightly curved, as at S', Fig. 2, and about
it is coiled a spring S', one end of which bears
against a collar S" and the other against the
upturned end of the key-lever. Upon the
depression of the key-lever which controls
the first escapement-wheel I? the upturned
slotted end of each lever advances along the
curved or angular portion of the shank of the
lever Sº against the tension of the spring Sº
thereupon and causes said lever Sº to be
moved laterally and its outer bifurcated end
to shift the escapement-wheel I' toward its
co-operating detent-support C, thereby caus
ing the outer engaging face h of the detent
H to be released and its inner forward face
h' to advance to the next tooth, while upon
the release of the key-lever the spring Sº will
react, restore the key-lever to its original po
sition, and in so doing cause the bifurcated

outer end of the lever Sº to slide back the es

capement-wheel till it is released from con
tact with the said face h' of the detent and
brought into the path of the face h, thereby
completing the advance of the detent and its
support from one tooth to the next, as before
described. Each of the several escapement
wheels I*I*I* I" is connected through similar
intervening mechanism with key-levers R*
Rº Rº Rº, as shown in Fig. 2. If the key
lever R4 is depressed instead of the key-lever
R’, the escapement-wheel I* will be shifted

the said detent and support will be advanced
the distance between two teeth on the escape
ment wheel I*. Not only will the detent and
detent-support H. D be thus advanced by this
movement of the escapement-wheel I*, but the
detent and detent-support H C and their co
operating escapement-wheel I' will also be
advanced bodily with them, which is due to
the fact that the motion of said parts HIT)
has to be transmitted from the spring-drum
through the instrumentality of the said de
tent and detent-support II C, escapement
wheel I', and the spline-and-groove connec
tion K, as shown clearly in Fig. 4. So in
like manner when either of the escapement
wheels Iº, I*, or I" is operated by its appro
priate key the forward motion of its co-oper
ating detent and detent-support is effected
through all the preceding detents and de
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tent-supports and escapement-wheels of the

series. The hub of the last escapement
wheel I" of the series slides upon the fixed
hub or sleeve J', before alluded to. This
fixed hub, therefore, performs the important
function of serving as the final resistance to
the action of the spring-drum or prime mover
of the mechanism and operates to hold all the
movable parts of the mechanism mounted on
the shaft B normally stationary.

I preferably assign to the several key-levers
different values, and I provide the escape
ment-wheel controlled by each with a num
ber of teeth bearing the proper relation there
to. For instance, in the machine here illus
trated, I have designated key R' as a “five
cent key,” key Rºasa “ten-cent key,” key Rºas
a “twenty-cent key,” key R' as a “twenty-five
cent key,” and key Rºas a “?ifty-cent key,” and
Ihave provided the escapement-wheel I', con
trolled by the five-cent key, with twenty teeth,
so that the distance between each two teeth
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shall represent the twentieth part of one hun
dred, or, in other words, the twentieth part of

a dollar. So in like manner I have provided
the escapement-wheels I*I*I*T* with ten, five,
four, and two teeth, respectively, to corre
spond with the parts of a dollar which the
ten-cent, twenty-cent, twenty-five-cent, and
fifty-cent keys represent, respectively.
The periphery of the drum L, which in
closes the motor-spring, and to which the first
detent andl detent-support II C of the series
is connected, I divide off into twenty equal
divisions corresponding to the number of
teeth on the first escapement-wheel I' con
trolled by the five-cent key, numbering them
from 0 to 95, as shown in Fig. 2. It must now
be apparent that if the indicator-pointer U.
(see Fig. 2) stands at 0 and the five-cent key
is pressed and released the escapement I' will
be operated, so as to to cause the detent and
detent-support II C and the Gonmeeted regis
tering-drum to advance the distance between
two teeth of said wheel I’, or, in other words,
one-twentieth of a revolution, and that this
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